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  The US is among only eight countries on earth where the price of
mortality for pregnant women is on the rise, and obesity is one of the
primary factors behind this phenomenon?half of most women that are
pregnant are considered overweight. Everybody knows that "you are
everything you eat." And once you conceive, your child is what you eat
as well?prenatal health and nutrition during pregnancy is so
imperative!Get both mama and baby on track for a wholesome, happy, and
delicious lifestyle! Aimee has developed a comprehensive nutrition guide
that helps expecting and postpartum females achieve ideal health and
weight during being pregnant and beyond. Newly expectant mothers receive
a packet of health info from their doctors, including a nourishment
pamphlet, which proscribes a daily meals routine with 100 grams of sugar
per day?the amount of sugar in 10 glazed donuts! Widely approved,
doctor- and dietitian-prescribed nutrition guidelines actually could be
contributing to the growing obesity and gestational diabetes epidemics.
Implementing philosophies of current, highly-effective gluten-free
nutrition trends which have not been completely launched to the prenatal
and postpartum populations, The Whole Pregnancy offers an in depth
dietary regimen that is based on whole and unprocessed foods, low-
glycemic carbohydrates, quality proteins, and essential fats. In
addition, it provides unique instruction for each stage of pregnancy,
including the initial, second, and third trimesters, and also the “4th
trimester” of postpartum weight reduction and nursing. Developed by a
certified nutritionist, the meal-planning program presents a number of
simple, delicious recipes to benefit mom and baby.
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Well balanced with recipes, study, and perspectives of health and
fitness professionals! Aimee did her study and done it good! Even my
husband likes it! Aimee actually includes the perspectives of a number
of professionals in medical and wellness areas. As a mental health
professional, this would be considered a valuable resource that I would
suggest to clients looking for a holistic and healthful approach to
their pregnancy, overall wellness, also to the healthy advancement of
their baby. Great nutritional information and recipes This book is
filled with great nutritional information, but what I must say i loved
were the recipes. It is easy to feel overwhelmed or intimidated when
trying to change/improve your diet, but this publication is easy to
follow and provides practical information, grocery lists, and recipes
that don't take hours to prepare. You can find even recipes that will
appeal to the fussy eaters in my own home. The photos in the book are
also beautiful and inspire me to create better food choices. I also
think this would be a great gift since it is like a good coffee table
book - but is really useful too! Not just for women... Aimee has been an
excellent resource for us all as she's invited us to reconsider the way
we think, experience, and eat. It will guide you every stage of the way!
The recipes in this book are actually good and they fill you up. The
webpages and photos are gorgeous! It also mentions need for folate and
folic acid.. As a mother if two boys under two, I certainly appreciate
the fact that I can lose pounds while still eating real, yummy food...
I've tried so several diets previously where you feel as if you are
starving, or the food is definitely horrible. I am so done with the yo
yo game! First of all, it’s beautiful..But more than that, it’s filled
with great information and delicious recipes! Such a great resource This
book is so great! I love there are dishes with great photos along with
easy to understand nutritional information.Also, I know that book is
intended for women who are pregnant or have got recently given birth,
but just to put out there, my hubby also loves this food and provides
been slimming down with me. This book is such a great resource whether
you are gluten-free or not, pregnant or not. One of a kind This book is
amazing! There is no other (gluten-free) being pregnant nutrition book
enjoy it! The pictures is beautiful, quality recipes are wonderful and
there's something for everyone. I love it. Whether you're pregnant or
not. Powerful Tool to assist you Reconsider how you think, feel, and
eat. I love this book! So do yourself as well as your family a favor and
purchase this amazing book Today! I am neither, but discover the recipes
in right here to be extremely easy and delicious. This book is packed
with all the information to remind me of the greatest diet plan to keep
my body healthy, plus the photos inspired me to get into the kitchen to
test Aimee's recipes. She displays how you can have it all - no excuse
not to have nutritious foods with all these delicious meal programs and
recipes. The food plans, food groups, and serving sizes are really
helpful and make shopping less complicated. I recommend this awesome



reserve to EVERYONE. Its user friendly and includes shopping lists and
recipes for any time restraint! It really is ideal for anyone!? Gorgeous
Publication That Inspires Me Back Into The Kitchen! I love that the
first fifty percent of the reserve is evidence-based nutrition info,
accompanied by healthy, gluten-free recipes. The book is very user-
friendly with lots of pictures and information charts. Even though you
arent pregnant it gives such detailed and well thought out advice and
suggestions. I recommend this reserve to ANYONE who wishes to consume
healthy, delicious food. That is a beautifully crafted book with quality
recipes, photos, and study based information for moms to be. So I
originally got this for my sister-in-law who is expecting her first and
is experiencing a high risk pregnancy. But once I began looking through
it I immediately ordered another (and third for another friend) copy. I
specifically just like the sections on baby/toddler foods and products
since there exists a large amount of conflicting information out there
on both. xoxo Andrea Love the dishes! I am a full time college student
so its wonderful to have a quick, healthy choice made out of real food
on hand! I also love that its backed by so many professionals making it
an all around amazing resource from starting out looking to get pregnant
to feeding a picky toddler. Or in my own case picky husband. Amazing
resource to get all parents! This book is groundbreaking for the reason
that there are no other completely gluten-free pregnancy books out
there--Aimee introduces material that's so needed in our society! She
breaks it down therefore visitors can understand everything merely. She
understands what she's talking about, and I love that she features tips
and stories from additional industry specialists. You will reap the
benefits of this knowledge whether or not you are pregnant or
expecting--it's about improving you and your family's health over time!
Great gluten-free menu options for pregnancy! Doesn't drive you to
consume meat I love that it suggests alternatives in case you are
vegan/vegetarian. It makes a wonderful coffee table book. Not only is it
extremely well researched and science-centered, it's also filled with
colorful, mouthwatering recipes that are pretty basic to plan any busy
home cook. This is an excellent cookbook for moms-to-be or anyone else
with food sensitivities! I'll be gifting this publication to my closest
who are raising families no matter what age the kids are! The quality
recipes are also an easy task to follow! Amazing book! This book is
amazing!! Half of the publication is nourishment education and the next
half can be a cookbook. The nutrition education is cutting edge and not
based on faulty outdated suggestions that stem from the meals pyramid
and lobbying. The foundation of the meals regimen is Whole Foods as
opposed to processed foods!Plus, most of them are extremely easy to
make. It is wonderful to find some up-to-date nourishment info for being
pregnant (and before and beyond). The three ingredient protein pancakes
and the egg muffins are some of my go-to’s for easy breakfasts. Thank
you! Can't wait to find even more from you! This publication will help



you get your health back on track.Great book for anyone who would like
to lose weight and be healthy! Her commitment to compiling details that
may allow us to quickly make better choices for our longterm health is
beautifully crafted. These effective insights allow us to not only be
better moms, friends, husbands, partners, coworkers, etc. but ultimately
push us to be better people through practicing self-love through our
nutrition. I would extremely suggest reading her publication, and also
Must read This book is wonderful, it has great nutrition principles
wether you are pregnant or not. I love that it's based from information
that's not out dated and use modern day studies.
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